
SAPRA Pavement Competition 

Now that all the street name signs have been 
repainted, SAPRA would like to ensure that the 
signs stay as fresh for as long as possible.  
Probably, the most important reason why the signs 
deteriorate is because of pavements that are not 
kept neat and tidy.  Weeds and long grass tend to 
overflow the pavement and blown by the wind, 
tend to rub against the signs and over time 
remove the paint and discolor the surface.  Also, 
rubbish that has accumulated in the gutter does 
the same thing.


SAPRA has decided, therefore, to encourage all its residents to try and keep their own 
particular part of the pavement neat and tidy.  This is a City responsibility, but it simply 
doesn’t do this and so if we want to have neat and tidy suburbs, the responsibility 
devolves to us.

So, let’s have some fun!

Now that Spring is here, SAPRA is running a competition over the next few weeks for:


* The Most Beautiful Pavement in the Two Suburbs, and

* The Most Improved Pavement

If you would like to be involved in this community project, please WhatsApp your name 
and address to our Secretary, Marcelle on 084 355 0826.  If you would like to be 
considered for the “Most Improved Pavement” please send Marcelle one or more 
“before” photos.

The competition will run until 20th November 2021 when our judges will visit the 
addresses of competitors to find the winners.


There are two prizes in each category: 

The Most Beautiful Pavement in the Two Suburbs

1. First prize: A children’s party for 10 children to the 

value of R1 500 sponsored by Gioia Trattoria (see 
below), and R1 000 sponsored by the Garden Shop (see 
below).


2. Second prize:  R500 and a further R500 if the winner is 
a SAPRA member, sponsored by SAPRA. 



 The Most Improved Pavement

1. First prize: Dinner for four people to the value of R1 500 

sponsored by Gioia Trattoria and R1 000 if the winner is 
a SAPRA member, sponsored by SAPRA.


2. Second prize:  R500 and a further R500 if the winner is 
a SAPRA member, sponsored by SAPRA.





Our Sponsors: 

Gioia (pronounced as ‘joy-ahh’) Trattoria is proud to be a new 
family restaurant above the Zoo Lake Sports Club. 

Owned by Mark & Rose, and backed by an awesome team of 
staff, we are honored to be a part of Parkwood and cannot wait to 
meet you. 


We have a great children's play area, a stunning quiet deck overlooking the sports fields 
and a calm indoor area. Quiet cocktails on the deck before dinner while watching the sun 
set is the perfect way to unwind.

To help us get to meet you,  we've offered to donate 2 prizes for the pavement 
competition. 


The Garden Shop 
Our local nursery, Garden Shop on our doorstep is a 
sanctuary filled with gardening inspiration, garden ideas, 

indigenous and flowering plants, plus a wide selection of on-trend flower pots, top quality 
bird feeders, exquisite patio furniture and classic garden décor.

Transform your indoor living space into a green oasis filled with luscious indoor plants, 
paired with stylish indoor pots and beautiful containers.


The decision of the judges is final.

No member of the SAPRA committee may receive a prize.


Please make sure that, in accordance with the bylaws - there is a path for pedestrians to use.
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